Stone Wall Farms
Case Investigation
Main Entrance Road to Farm Fields off Route 155

Sprayed Keep Out Sign
Sign Main Entrance to Fields
Side Road off Main Entrance Road

Sign Posted
Back Path Entrance Used by Ann Thornton to Enter Field

Photo taken May 3, 2016

Sign Discussed Next Slides
BPC Photo of Sign taken 5-3-16
Back Path Entrance Used by Ann Thornton
Back entrance
BPC photo taken 4-26-16,
posting appears to be in place
Back Field Entrance Posting Summary

• 4-23-16 Responding officer’s police report
  “There was no sign indicating pesticide use or to stay out”
  BPC inspector said the officer told her he did not check himself but took word of A. Thornton

• 4-26-16 Ann Thornton’s written statement to BPC inspector about posting on 4-23 “There were no signs posted to discourage entry into the field (from the back where we entered)”

• 4-26-16 BPC Distant photo- appears to be posting in place

• 5-3-16 BPC Photos, back entrance posted
Exit Used by A. Thornton

2 Painted Lines on Rock
Close up of 2 Parallel Lines on Rock